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The Wicked Prince - Vivian Wood
There is a razor thin edge between love and
hate. As the crown prince of Denmark, duty and
honor come first. So when I meet a fiesty pink
haired girl from the wrong side of the tracks, I
keep mum about my royal birth. That way I can
have one earth shattering night together with
her. Proud, rebellious, gorgeous -- Margot is my
weakness. Sleeping with her is the best thing I
can’t ever do again… until I realize that she’s a
journalist. Reporters like her have made my life
a living hell. And when she shows up again in
Copenhagen again? She’s tasked with doing a
story about me and the future of the royal line.
So Margot and I are shackled together. She
hates my guts because I ditched her without a
word back in New York. And my teeth are set on
edge by her endless barrage of questions and
snapping photos. I don’t want to find her
attractive. I want to be repulsed. But... Now that
we’re forced together, my resolve starts to
crumble. Every time our hands brush, every
damn time she bites her lip... Eventually, even
my strong will can’t overcome temptation.
Though it’s wrong, even though I might lose
everything, I can't resist her.
Park Avenue Prince - Louise Bay 2017

THE PRINCE OF PARK AVENUE FINALLY
MEETS HIS MATCH IN A FEISTY MANHATTAN
PRINCESS. I've made every one of my billions of
dollars myself--I'm calculating, astute and the
best at what I do. It takes drive and dedication
to build what I have. And it leaves no time for
love or girlfriends or relationships. But don't get
me wrong, I'm not a monk. I understand the
attention and focus it takes to seduce a beautiful
woman. They're the same skills I use to close
business deals. But one night is where it begins
and ends. I'm not the guy who sends flowers. I'm
not the guy who calls the next day. Or so I
thought before an impatient, smart-talking,
beyond beautiful heiress bursts into my world.
When Grace Astor rolls her eyes at me--I want to
hold her against me and show her what she's
been missing. When she makes a joke at my
expense--I want to silence her sassy mouth with
my tongue. And when she leaves straight after
we f*ck with barely a goodbye--it makes me want
to pin her down and remind her of the three
orgasms she just had. She might be a princess
but I'm going to show her who rules in this Park
Avenue bedroom. A sexy, stand-alone,
contemporary romance. What others are saying
about Louise Bay: “A fabulous, smouldering love
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story” Katy Evans, NYT bestselling author
"Insanely hot passion, and deliciously naughty
and sweet characters. I devoured every page!" New York Times Bestselling Author Lisa Renee
Jones "Delivers both swoon-worthy and wickedly
seductive moments that will have you desperate
for more." -New York Times Bestselling Author
Lisa Renee Jones “This book is deliciously HOT. I
loved reading it.” Layla Hagen, USA Today
bestselling Author "Off the charts sexual tension
and chemistry...I ravished every page!" -Audrey
Carlan, #1 NYT Bestselling Author “A swoony
hero with a British accent and a heroine you will
root for. Don’t miss this!” Jana Aston, NYT
Bestselling Author "Hot sex, great banter, a
cocky British boss and one of my favorite
heroines to date. This book is a must-read and
one of my favorite romances this year!" LJ Shen,
USA Today Bestselling Author “Everything that a
romance junkie could ever want in a
contemporary romance. Once you start, there is
not setting this sucker down. An absolute PAGETURNER.” Shayna’s Spicy Reads “Alexander and
Violet stole my heart! Their chemistry rolls of
the page. Seeing the broody and incredibly hot
Brit falling for Violet made me swoon. If you love
hot and romantic reads, then The British Knight
is a MUST read.” Layla Hagen, USA Today
Bestselling Author “A funny, hot, and expertly
crafted romance that was a joy to read.” Guilty
Pleasures Book Reviews “I loved every page. Red
hot scenes, tender moments and the usual roller
coaster of emotions Louise loves to instil in her
works, that makes her books so exhilarating to
read. A perfect 5 star read.” Two Girls and Their
Kindle “A hilariously funny and heart wrenching
story that will pull at your heartstrings.” Who
Gives a Hoot Reviews “Beautifully written with
the perfect balance of sugar and spice! Five
beautiful stars!” Expresso Reviews “Like a really
good rom-com movie except with really hot sex
thrown in.” Kitty Kats Crazy about Books “A
brilliant read. Full of angst, with bites of humor
and lots of steam, it also has a real sweetness
about it. Another MUST READ from a really
talented storyteller.” Perusing Princesses “An
amazing love story.” She’s a Lip Biter "Friends
to lovers is a favorite trope of mine and this is
right up there with the best of them." Tanja, KT
Book Reviews "Just when I think her books can't
get any better, she writes another one and it

outshines the previous ones. This is a sweet and
sexy, friends-to-lovers contemporary romance
with all the feels -- heartwarming, breathtaking,
and sexy all rolled into one interesting and
intriguing plot." Tracey, Goodreads reviewer "If
you love a good friends to lovers with a side
helping of slow burn, this book is for you. Don't
hesitate, grab it with both hands. Noah and
Truly will steal your heart and you will let them
gladly." Unbound Book Reviews ***** Topics:
adult romance books, alpha, alpha hero, alpha
male, American romance, British romance,
beach reads, best romance, best seller series,
books love stories, captivating romance,
contemporary, contemporary adult romance,
contemporary crush, friends to lovers, friends to
lovers romance, contemporary romance,
contemporary romance books, contemporary
romance fiction, fiction for women, happily ever
after, heart-warming, duke royalty,
heartwarming, hot, hot guy, hot romance, laugh
romance, literary fiction, romance box set,
romance box sets, romance boxed set, romance
boxed sets, literary romance, literature and
fiction, love, love books, love story, modern
romance, money, new adult, new adult romance,
romance, rich, romance, romance and drama
books, romance best seller, romance books,
romance contemporary, romance fiction books,
romance free, romance love, romance marriage,
romance novels for women, romance novels free,
sassy, sassy heroine, seduction, seduction
romance, sensual, sensual romance, serial,
series, sexy book, sexy novel, hot romance,
modern romance, urban romance, wealthy, CEO
romance, office romance, city romance, sensual
romance, something hot to read, sensual
romance, edgy romance, sexy romance,
something hot to read, sparks, steamy, steamy
romance, steamy romance novel, stories, story,
strong alpha, female, stories, sensual, sensual
romance, alpha male, dominant male, hot guy,
racy, strong female lead, strong heroine, swoon,
usa today, usa today bestseller, kindle book,
contemporary romance, new adult, british hero,
sexy british hero, american heroine, sassy
american heroine, duke, knight, royal, royalty,
royals, wealthy hero, wealthy heroes, sassy,
captivating romance, hot, hot romance,
forbidden love, sparks, loyalty, office romance,
fake fiance, enemies to lovers, billionaire,
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billionaire romance, holiday, holiday romance,
London, scotland, Manhattan, park avenue,
british, earl, knightsbridge, mayfair, series,
boxset, romance boxset, contemporary romance,
contemporary romance box set, contemporary
romance series, royals series, royals box set,
series boxset, bestselling series, royal romance,
duke romance, King, duke, earl, prince, knight,
New York, International, Billionaire, millionaire,
geek to gorgeous. Perfect for the fans of Vi
Keeland, Corinne Michaels, Kendall Ryan, Tijan,
Piper Rayne, Lexy Timms, Josie Silver, Robyn
Carr, Beth O’leary, Natasha Madison, Laurelin
Paige, Kate Aster, Elle Kennedy, Kennedy Fox,
Layla Hagen, Helen Hardt, Meredith Wild, J.S.
Scott, Nana Malone, T.L. Swan, Carrie Ann
Ryan, Julia Quinn, LJ Shen, Layla Hagen,
Penelope Ward, Kristen Proby, Tijan, Ilsa
Madden-Mills, Emma Chase, Melanie Harlow,
Carly Phillips, Emily Henry, Christina Lauren,
and Lauren Blakely
Last Great Queen? - Unity Elias YANG 2014
Elizabeth II is a model of feminine excellence
and an example for young people who may not
be born to royal families, but who should
consider themselves as princesses and princes of
the family to which they have been born. Like
Elizabeth, who even as a child knew the
significance of the role into which she had been
born and started training for the future task,
young people should prepare for their future by
acquiring training early in their life. Like
Elizabeth, who married the first man she fell in
love with, young women should insist on
marrying the first man they fall in love with, to
preserve and protect their womanhood and
honour. Finally, Elizabeth trained as a car
mechanic and driver, despite her wealthy royal
background. How many women have the
courage today to train in skills which society
considers a man's domain? The Queen of
England recommends training to young people
with this remark: "It's all to do with the training:
you can do a lot if you are properly trained." In
this era when the monarchy is considered to be
an outdated institution, the British Royal Family
has made it known that they will step aside
when the British people will ask them to do so.
What makes the British monarchy different from
other royals in the world? What, in the 1870s,
might have motivated the pre-colonial Kings of

Douala on the coast of today's Cameroon to
apply to Queen Victoria, the great-grandmother
of Queen Elizabeth II, to colonise them? Unity
Elias Yang is also the author of: - The Third
World, where is it? - A Global State through
Democratic Federal World Government - Your
Baby's long journey to school - Little Anita visits
the Bank - Children and Citizenship levels 1-6 Women and Children's Chamber of Parliament:
democratising representation.
The Controversial Princess - Jodi Ellen Malpas
2018-05-22
The first book in #1 New York Times Bestselling
Author Jodi Ellen Malpas' Smoke & Mirrors
Duology following the scandal of a rebellious
British princess who falls in love with a
Hollywood actor.
King Charles III - Mike Bartlett 2016-05-16
THE STORY: The Queen is dead: After a lifetime
of waiting, the prince ascends the throne. A
future of power. But how to rule? Mike Bartlett’s
controversial play explores the people beneath
the crowns, the unwritten rules of our
democracy, and the conscience of Britain’s most
famous family.
Southern Living Christmas at Home - Southern
Living 2021-10-08
Celebrate the best of the holidays with this
special collector's edition filled with more than
200 recipes and ideas for decorating, cooking,
and baking. In the South, Christmas is all about
tradition and food, and this issue doesn't
disappoint. It includes classic menus for every
holiday occasion, from festive cocktail parties to
formal Christmas Eve dinner. Our editors have
also gathered the best ideas for holiday
decorating, from Christmas trees to wreaths and
garland. We also feature three gorgeous
Southern homes in New Orleans, Charleston,
and Savannah that are all decked out. Get ready
for a magical and merry Christmas with this
collection of recipes and decorating ideas.
Prince William and Duchess Kate - Jennifer
MacKay 2015-08-07
This compelling volume focuses on the life of
Prince William and Duchess Kate. The book
begins by delving into both Will and Kate's
childhoods. It then moves into their college
years where they met and became a couple and
eventually engaged. The book ends with their
marriage, the birth of Prince George, and
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settling into their royal duties as the future king
and queen of England.
The Palace Papers - Tina Brown 2022-04-26
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The
“addictively readable” (The Washington Post)
inside story of the British royal family’s battle to
overcome the dramas of the Diana years—only to
confront new, twenty-first-century crises “Frothy
and forthright, a kind of Keeping Up with the
Windsors with sprinkles of Keats.”—The New
York Times “Never again” became Queen
Elizabeth II’s mantra shortly after Princess
Diana’s tragic death. More specifically, there
could never be “another Diana”—a member of
the family whose global popularity upstaged,
outshone, and posed an existential threat to the
British monarchy. Picking up where Tina
Brown’s masterful The Diana Chronicles left off,
The Palace Papers reveals how the royal family
reinvented itself after the traumatic years when
Diana’s blazing celebrity ripped through the
House of Windsor like a comet. Brown takes
readers on a tour de force journey through the
scandals, love affairs, power plays, and betrayals
that have buffeted the monarchy over the last
twenty-five years. We see the Queen’s stoic resolve after the passing of Princess Margaret, the
Queen Mother, and Prince Philip, her partner for
seven decades, and how she triumphs in her
Jubilee years even as family troubles rage
around her. Brown explores Prince Charles’s
determination to make Camilla Parker Bowles
his wife, the tension between William and Harry
on “different paths,” the ascendance of Kate
Middleton, the downfall of Prince Andrew, and
Harry and Meghan’s stunning decision to step
back as senior royals. Despite the fragile monarchy’s best efforts, “never again” seems fast
approaching. Tina Brown has been observing
and chronicling the British monarchy for three
decades, and her sweeping account is full of
powerful revelations, newly reported details, and
searing insight gleaned from remarkable access
to royal insiders. Stylish, witty, and erudite, The
Palace Papers will irrevocably change how the
world perceives and understands the royal
family. This ebook edition includes a revised
epilogue with updates on the passing of Queen
Elizabeth II, the ascendance of King Charles III,
and more.
Raising Royalty - Carolyn Harris 2017-04-08

How royal parents dealt with raising their
children over the past thousand years, from
keeping Vikings at bay to fending off paparazzi.
William and Kate, the Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge, are setting trends for millions of
parents around the world. The upbringing of
their children, Prince George and Princess
Charlotte, is the focus of intense popular
scrutiny. Royalty have always raised their
children in the public eye and attracted praise or
criticism according to parenting standards of
their day. Royal parents have faced unique
challenges and held unique privileges. In
medieval times, raising an heir often meant
raising a rival, and monarchs sometimes faced
their grown children on the battlefield.
Conversely, kings and queens who lost their
thrones in wars or popular revolutions often
found solace in time spent with their children. In
modern times, royal duties and overseas tours
have often separated young princes and
princesses from their parents, a circumstance
that is slowly changing with the current
generation of royalty.
Finding Freedom - Omid Scobie 2020-08-11
INSTANT INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER *
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * #1 SUNDAY
TIMES BESTSELLER The first, epic and true
story of the Duke and Duchess of Sussex’s life
together, finally revealing why they chose to
pursue a more independent path and the reasons
behind their unprecedented decision to step
away from their royal lives, from two top royal
reporters who have been behind the scenes
since the couple first met. Finding Freedom is
complete with full color photographs from Harry
and Meghan’s courtship, wedding, Archie’s
milestones, and many more unforgettable
moments. When news of the budding romance
between a beloved English prince and an
American actress broke, it captured the world’s
attention and sparked an international media
frenzy. But while the Duke and Duchess of
Sussex have continued to make headlines—from
their engagement, wedding, and birth of their
son Archie to their unprecedented decision to
step back from their royal lives—few know the
true story of Harry and Meghan. For the very
first time, Finding Freedom goes beyond the
headlines to reveal unknown details of Harry
and Meghan’s life together, dispelling the many
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rumors and misconceptions that plague the
couple on both sides of the pond. As members of
the select group of reporters that cover the
British Royal Family and their engagements,
Omid Scobie and Carolyn Durand have
witnessed the young couple’s lives as few
outsiders can. With unique access and written
with the participation of those closest to the
couple, Finding Freedom is an honest, up-close,
and disarming portrait of a confident, influential,
and forward-thinking couple who are unafraid to
break with tradition, determined to create a new
path away from the spotlight, and dedicated to
building a humanitarian legacy that will make a
profound difference in the world.
American Royalty - Antonia Church 2021-09-21
FROM EXCITING ROMANCE AUTHOR
ANTONIA CHURCH Kane Cambridge is a
descendent of the secret royal family of the
United States. She is the American Princess.
Kane Cambridge does not lead a fairy-tale life.
She works in an office, her boyfriend just broke
up with her and her future looks mundane and
unexceptional. Where is the rom-com ending
that she's watched in a hundred different
movies? Kane is visited by a mysterious
benefactor who reveals that he is the
grandfather she never knew. He arrives with a
lesson in American history. The original framers
of the Constitution wrote a clause that created a
ceremonial position for American royalty. Kane's
ancestor was a secret queen of the United
States, and now Kane is the American Princess.
American Royalty is the story of an average
woman who discovers her own independence
and grows to accept her position as a princess.
Among her potential suitors are a sexy sultan, a
prominent British prince and a brave commoner
who is her soldier in shining armor. Will she
choose the traditional path or make her crown
an American version—all rock 'n' roll and a little
risqué?
The Making of Modern Burma - Thant MyintU 2001-03-26
Burma has often been portrayed as a timeless
place, a country of egalitarian Buddhist villages,
ruled successively by autocratic kings, British
colonialists and, most recently, a military
dictatorship. The Making of Modern Burma
argues instead that many aspects of Burmese
society today, from the borders of the state to

the social structure of the countryside to the
very notion of a Burmese identity, are largely the
creations of the nineteenth century - a period of
great change - away from the Ava-based polity of
early modern times, and towards the 'British
Burma' of the 1900s. The book provides a
sophisticated and much-needed account of the
period, and as such will be an important
resource for policy makers and students as a
basis for understanding contemporary politics
and the challenges of the modern state. It will
also be read by historians interested in the
British colonial expansion of the nineteenth
century.
The False Prince - Jennifer A. Nielsen
2012-06-07
If you love the danger and sword-fighting of
MERLIN, you'll like this! In a discontent
kingdom, civil war is brewing. To unify the
divided people, Conner, a nobleman of the court,
devises a cunning plan to find an impersonator
of the king's long-lost son and install him as a
puppet prince. Four orphans are recruited to
compete for the role, including a defiant boy
named Sage. Sage knows that Conner's motives
are more than questionable, yet his life balances
on a sword's point - he must be chosen to play
the prince or he will certainly be killed. As
Sage's journey continues, layer upon layer of
treachery and deceit unfold, until finally a truth
is revealed that proves more dangerous than all
of the lies put together.
Beware, Princess Elizabeth - Carolyn Meyer
2002-09-01
Imprisonment. Betrayal. Lost love. Murder. What
more must a princess endure? Elizabeth Tudor's
teenage and young adult years during the
turbulent reigns of Edward and then Mary Tudor
are hardly those of a fairy-tale princess. Her
mother has been beheaded by Elizabeth's own
father, Henry VIII; her jealous half sister, Mary,
has her locked away in the Tower of London; and
her only love interest betrays her in his own
quest for the throne. Told in the voice of the
young Elizabeth and ending when she is
crowned queen, this second novel in the exciting
series explores the relationship between two
sisters who became mortal enemies. Carolyn
Meyer has written an intriguing historical tale
that reveals the deep-seated rivalry between a
determined girl who became one of England's
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most powerful monarchs and the sister who tried
everything to stop her.
Watching the English, Second Edition - Kate Fox
2014-07-08
The international hit returns with even more wit
and insight into the hidden rules that make
England English.
Patience, Princess Catherine - Carolyn Meyer
2009-01-01
England anxiously awaits Prince Arthur's
betrothed--the Spanish princess who will be its
future queen. But when Arthur dies not long
after the wedding, Catherine of Aragon's fate
becomes uncertain. Will the king and
Catherine's parents arrange a marriage with
Arthur's brother, Henry, or will she return to
Spain a widow? Through all this turmoil, the
young princess's resolve remains unshaken. She
will one day be England's queen . . . no matter
how long it takes.
The Untold Story of Queen Elizabeth, Queen
Mother - Lady Colin Campbell 2016-08-18
Packed with stunning revelations, this is the
inside story of The Queen Mother from the New
York Times bestselling author who first revealed
the truth about Princess Diana. Queen Elizabeth
The Queen Mother has been called the "most
successful queen since Cleopatra." Her
personality was so captivating that even her
arch-enemy Wallis Simpson wrote about "her
legendary charm." Portrayed as a selfless
partner to the King in the Oscar-winning movie
The King's Speech, The Queen Mother is most
often remembered from her later years as the
smiling granny with the pastel hats. When she
died in 2002, just short of her 102nd birthday,
she was praised for a long life well lived. But
there was another side to her story. For the first
time, Lady Colin Campbell shows us that the
untold life of the Queen Mother is far more
fascinating and moving than the official version
that has been peddled ever since she became
royal in 1923. With unparalleled sources including members of the Royal Family,
aristocrats, and friends and relatives of
Elizabeth herself, this mesmerizing account
takes us inside the real and sometimes
astonishing world of the royal family.
Royals: Kate Middleton and Prince William - CW
Cooke 2015-11-17
The wedding of the century is nearly here, and

the media attention has exploded. Get in early
and grab a front-row seat for an in-depth look
behind the curtain at the Prince and his soon-tobe bride. Kate Middleton and Prince William of
Wales have become global celebrities, and this
issue will shed light upon this royal couple
beyond the glitz and glamour the paparazzi can
ever show you.
A Princess in Theory - Alyssa Cole 2018-02-27
From acclaimed author Alyssa Cole comes the
tale of a city Cinderella and her Prince Charming
in disguise . . . Between grad school and multiple
jobs, Naledi Smith doesn’t have time for fairy
tales…or patience for the constant e-mails
claiming she’s betrothed to an African prince.
Sure. Right. Delete! As a former foster kid, she’s
learned that the only things she can depend on
are herself and the scientific method, and a silly
e-mail won’t convince her otherwise. Prince
Thabiso is the sole heir to the throne of Thesolo,
shouldering the hopes of his parents and his
people. At the top of their list? His marriage.
Ever dutiful, he tracks down his missing
betrothed. When Naledi mistakes the prince for
a pauper, Thabiso can’t resist the chance to
experience life—and love—without the burden of
his crown. The chemistry between them is
instant and irresistible, and flirty friendship
quickly evolves into passionate nights. But when
the truth is revealed, can a princess in theory
become a princess ever after? Selected as one of
the New York Times 100 Notable Books of 2018!
Global Security Watch—Saudi Arabia Matthew Gray 2014-10-07
Examines the causes and consequences of Saudi
Arabia's current security policy and the
domestic, regional, and international challenges
the country's defense program presents to the
general welfare of the Middle East. • Explains
the role of oil in sustaining the state-society
political bargain, and the impact of population
on its effectiveness • Links Islam and Islamic
extremism to a range of influencing factors,
including political pressure, demographic
changes, and the role of globalization in
fostering more extreme views • Weaves together
an analysis of politics, economics, foreign
relations, and social change, showing how these
all relate to and impact each other and, above
all, shape Saudi Arabia's and the Middle East's
security environment
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Royals on tour - Robert Aldrich 2018-05-13
Royals on Tour explores visits by European
monarchs and princes to colonies, and by
indigenous royals to Europe in the 1800s and
early 1900s with case studies of travel by royals
from Britain, France, Portugal, Germany, Italy,
the Netherlands, Belgium, Japan, the Dutch East
Indies and French Indochina. Such tours
projected imperial dominion and asserted the
status of non-European dynasties. The celebrity
of royals, the increased facility of travel, and the
interest of public and press made tours key
encounters between Europeans and nonEuropeans. The reception visitors received
illustrate the dynamics of empire and
international relations. Ceremonies, speeches
and meetings formed part of the popular culture
of empire and monarchy. Mixed in with
pageantry and protocol were profound questions
about the role of monarchs, imperial
governance, relationships between metropolitan
and overseas elites, and evolving expressions of
nationalism.
Royals in Canada 5-Book Bundle - Arthur
Bousfield 2016-03-21
Discover the Royal Family as they “go home to
Canada.” Collected together are five must-have
books on the Royal Family’s relationship with
Canada, their tours, and a Canadian perspective
on their biographies. Includes: Royal Tours
1786–2010 Fifty Years the Queen Queen
Elizabeth The Queen Mother 1900–2002 Royal
Observations Royal Spring
Rebel Prince - Tom Bower 2018-03-22
Best-selling author Tom Bower reveals the
power, passion and defiance of Prince Charles.
Few heirs to the throne have suffered as much
humiliation as Prince Charles. Despite his hard
work and genuine concern for the
disadvantaged, he has struggled to overcome his
unpopularity. After Diana's death, his approval
rating crashed to 4% and has been only rescued
by his marriage to Camilla. Nevertheless, just
one third of Britons now support him to be the
next king. Many still fear that his accession to
the throne will cause a constitutional crisis. That
mistrust climaxed in the aftermath of the trial of
Paul Burrell, Diana's butler, acquitted after the
Queen's sensational 'recollection'. In unearthing
many secrets surrounding that and many other
dramas, Bower's book, relying on the testimony

from over 120 people employed or welcomed
into the inner sanctum of Clarence House,
reveals a royal household rife with intrigue and
misconduct. The result is a book which uniquely
will probe into the character and court of the
Charles that no one, until now, has seen.
To Protect a Princess - Jess Michaels
2021-07-20
A royal new series from 10-Time USA Today
Bestselling Author Jess Michaels. All of Society
is atwitter about the arrival of the Royal Family
of Athawick, a small island country with
important ties on a tour to celebrate the
coronation of a new king. Or at least…that is the
reason on the surface for their Season in
London. Princess Ilaria knows the real truth: her
family wishes to marry her off to a man of title
and influence, in order to strengthen their own
“special relationship” with the British Empire.
The problem is that only one man has caught her
eye and he does not fit any of the criteria
required in a husband by her family. Captain
Jonah Crawford was part of the Royal Honor
Guard that accompanied the Prince Regent on a
visit to Athawick two years ago and it was there
he first laid eyes on the princess. Since then,
much has changed in his life, including a
resignation from the position he loved and the
undertaking of responsibilities he never asked
for. But seeing Ilaria sparks hungers that he
cannot deny. As they continue to encounter each
other, sometimes even in shocking places like
infamous hells, their desire grows, but so is the
danger lurking around every corner. And when
Ilaria requires a bodyguard, Jonah volunteers.
Will burning passion turn to love? And will love
be enough to save them when the worst comes
to pass? Heat Level: Princesses and Bodyguards
and Steamy Clubs…OH MY! CW: Assault This is
the first book in the Regency Royals series.
Charles at Seventy - Thoughts, Hopes & Dreams
- Robert Jobson 2018-11-01
Based on extensive fresh material and resources,
Robert Jobson's biography provides a definitive
insight into the extraordinary life of HRH
Charles, Prince of Wales as he approaches his
seventieth birthday at a watershed in the history
of the modern British monarchy. Exploring
beyond the banal newspaper headlines that have
caricatured Charles over the years, the book
debunks the myths about the man who will be
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King, telling his full, true story; exploring his
complex character, his profoundly held beliefs
and deep thinking about religion - including
Islam - politics, the armed services, monarchy
and the constitution, providing an illuminating
portrait of what kind of monarch Charles III will
be. Although this book is not an official
biography, the Prince's office, Clarence House,
has agreed to cooperate with the author - who
has spent nearly thirty years chronicling the
story of the House of Windsor as an author,
journalist and broadcaster. The author, who has
met Prince Charles on countless occasions, will
draw on the knowledge and memories of a
number of sources close to the Prince who have
never spoken before, as well as members of the
Royal Household past and present who have
served the Prince during his decades of public
service. It will reveal that there are plans for
Charles to serve as Prince Regent once the
Queen turns ninety-five, how he already reads
ALL the Government papers/boxes at his
mother's insistence, and why he feels it is his
constitutional duty to pass on to ministers his
thoughts and feelings in his controversial 'black
spider memos'. Beyond that, Charles at Seventy
also reveals the truth about the Prince's deeply
loving but occasionally volatile relationship with
his second wife and chief supporter, Camilla.
The result is an intriguing new portrait of a man
on the cusp of kingship.
Battle of Brothers - Robert Lacey 2021-06-24
The Royals - Jeannie Sakol 1988
Crown of Coral and Pearl - Mara Rutherford
2019-08-27
Impetuous and outspoken, seventeen-year-old
Nor is used to living in her identical twin sister's
shadow. As the most beautiful girl in Lakana,
Zadie is destined to marry the prince of Ilara,
heir to all the ocean realms. Though free from
her mother's strict constraints, Nor still feels
trapped. Just once, she longs to see Ilara's
glittering towers and encounter its dashing
prince... But when Zadie is injured, Nor is
chosen to replace her. And she soon finds Prince
Ceren is as forbidding and cold as llara, a realm
carved into a mountain and devoid of light.
Ceren's plans would strip Lakana of its most
precious resources--a decree Nor will risk

anything to stop. And through Ceren's half
brother, Talin, she pursues an even darker
mystery rooted in the failing royal bloodline, a
murdered queen--and Ilara's sinister secret
history. Now Nor must negotiate the
treacherous protocols and insidious deceptions
of a dazzling court where lies reign and
obsession rules. And discovering her own
formidable strength may be the one move that
costs her everything: the crown, Lakana and
Zadie.
Princess Ballot - Jaymin Eve 2019-12-26
You have been chosen. Those four words change
Violet Spencer's whole life, when against
staggering odds, she's selected in the "princess
ballot." Arbon Academy is affectionately known
as the school for Royals. Only the rich, powerful,
or heir to a throne gain entry ... except for the
one scholarship student accepted every five
years. It's a worldwide lottery, and one that
Violet entered without giving it any serious
thought. But the media got it wrong and Arbon
Academy is much more than a simple college for
future leaders.It's a dark world of politics,
intrigue, and dangerous guys who will stop at
nothing to get their own way. Despite her best
efforts at remaining off the radar, Violet finds
herself a pawn between two of the most
powerful monarchies in the world. Prince Rafe of
the Switzerlands and Prince Alex of the
Australasias are bitter enemies both on the
soccer field and in the political arena.
Monarchies rule the world now, and every
waking breath is a competition for the princes.
Control the ball.Control the world. Control
Violet. Whether it's through love or hate,
someone will ultimately win.*This is book one in
a dark college romance. It includes a-hole
princes, nasty princesses, and one chick who will
take none of their sh!t, all the while doing her
best to make it out alive. HEA guaranteed.
Eventually. 17+.
Secrets of Royalty - Olivia Lynn Jarmusch
2016-09-16
Welcome to the Worthlessness Camp. A
nightmarish place where helpless captives are
held by chains. Here, an orphaned girl grows
tired of her tears and desires to escape from the
place of her fears. But the powers of darkness
are far too strong for her. Suddenly, a glimmer
of hope is seen on the horizon. Who is this
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Prince on a white horse, galloping in to save the
day? As you dive into this allegorical fairy-tale,
experience the relentless love of a passionate
Prince, who rescues this helpless captive and
sweeps her into the royal courts of His Kingdom.
But happily ever after has not yet arrived, and
this grand rescue is only the beginning. Does
this orphan have the makings of a Princess
inside of her? Will she become everything the
Prince says she can be, and rule by His side? Or
will the wicked villain continue to control her
mind, her heart, and destroy her destiny? As you
travel throughout this story, you'll uncover the
hidden Secrets of Royalty and rediscover what it
truly means for you to be a Chosen Daughter of
the Most High King! Following this epic tale is a
31 Day Devotional that will powerfully transform
the way that you think about yourself, your
relationship with God, and the world around
you!
The Tarnished Crown - Anthony Holden 1993
An insider's view of the House of Windsor from
1917 to the present offers shocking details about
the marriage of Princess Diana and Prince
Charles. By the author of Prince Charles.
100,000 first printing. Tour.
A Princess in Theory - Alyssa Cole 2018-02-27
From acclaimed author Alyssa Cole comes the
tale of a city Cinderella and her Prince Charming
in disguise . . . Between grad school and multiple
jobs, Naledi Smith doesn’t have time for fairy
tales…or patience for the constant e-mails
claiming she’s betrothed to an African prince.
Sure. Right. Delete! As a former foster kid, she’s
learned that the only things she can depend on
are herself and the scientific method, and a silly
e-mail won’t convince her otherwise. Prince
Thabiso is the sole heir to the throne of Thesolo,
shouldering the hopes of his parents and his
people. At the top of their list? His marriage.
Ever dutiful, he tracks down his missing
betrothed. When Naledi mistakes the prince for
a pauper, Thabiso can’t resist the chance to
experience life—and love—without the burden of
his crown. The chemistry between them is
instant and irresistible, and flirty friendship
quickly evolves into passionate nights. But when
the truth is revealed, can a princess in theory
become a princess ever after?
The Audience - Peter Morgan 2015-05-15
For sixty years, Queen Elizabeth II has met with

each of her twelve Prime Ministers in a private
weekly audience. The discussions are utterly
secret, even to the royal and ministerial spouses.
Peter Morgan imagines these meetings over the
decades of the Queen’s remarkable reign,
through Prime Ministers from Winston Churchill
and Margaret Thatcher to the 2015 incumbent
David Cameron. THE AUDIENCE is a glimpse
into the woman behind the crown, and the
moments that have shaped the modern
monarchy.
The Secret Life of the Savoy - Olivia Williams
2021-06-01
The captivating story of the famed Savoy Hotel’s
founders, told through three generations—and
one hundred years—of glamour and high society.
For the gondoliers-themed birthday dinner, the
hotel obligingly flooded the courtyard to conjure
the Grand Canal of Venice. Dinner was served on
a silk-lined floating gondola, real swans were
swimming in the water, and as a final flourish, a
baby elephant borrowed from London Zoo pulled
a five-foot high birthday cake. In three
generations, the D'Oyly Carte family and
London's Savoy Hotel pioneered the idea of the
luxury hotel and the modern theater, propelled
Gilbert and Sullivan to lasting stardom, made
Oscar Wilde a transatlantic celebrity, inspired a
P. G. Wodehouse series, and popularized early
jazz, electric lights, and Art Deco. Following the
history of the iconic Savoy Hotel through three
generations of the D'Oyly Carte family, The
Secret Life of the Savoy brings to life the
extraordinary cultural legacy of the most famous
hotel in the world.
Unfortunate Royalty - Johanna Ingraffia
2020-11-24
This is a humorous tale of eight competitive and
awkward princes competing for the hand of a
spirited, wild princess.When Princess Lianna
turns fifteen, her father decides that it is time
for her to get married. Eight princes from
neighboring countries are asked to come to
compete for her hand in marriage. Each of the
boys wants to be the one, but they must strive to
pass more tests than the others.Do they have
what it takes to be a true prince? What will the
judges think? And will Princess Lianna be happy
with the chosen prince?
Seven Tribes of British Central Africa Elizabeth Colson 1961
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The Fox-Hunting Controversy, 1781-2004 Allyson N. May 2016-03-16
August 1781 saw the publication of a manual on
fox hunting that would become a classic of its
genre. Hugely popular in its own day, Peter
Beckford's Thoughts on Hunting is often cited as
marking the birth of modern hunting and
continues to be quoted from affectionately today
by the hunting fraternity. Less stressed is the
fact that its subject was immediately
controversial, and that a hostile review which
appeared on the heels of the manual's
publication raised two criticisms of fox hunting
that would be repeated over the next two
centuries: fox hunting was a cruel sport and a
feudal, anachronistic one at that. This study
explores the attacks made on fox hunting from
1781 to the legal ban achieved in 2004, as well
as assessing the reasons for its continued appeal
and post-ban survival. Chapters cover debates in
the areas of: class and hunting; concerns over
cruelty and animal welfare; party politics; the
hunt in literature; and nostalgia. By adopting a
thematic approach, the author is able to draw
out the wider social and cultural implications of

the debates, and to explore what they tell us
about national identity, social mores and social
relations in modern Britain.
A Theory of System Justification - John T. Jost
2020
Psychologist John Jost has spent decades
researching poor people who vote for policies of
inequality and women who think men deserve
higher salaries. He argues that the persecuted
often justify and defend the very social systems
that oppress them because doing so serves a
fundamental need for certainty, security, and
social acceptance.
Snow Country - 1992-11
In the 87 issues of Snow Country published
between 1988 and 1999, the reader can find the
defining coverage of mountain resorts, ski
technique and equipment, racing, cross-country
touring, and the growing sport of snowboarding
during a period of radical change. The awardwinning magazine of mountain sports and living
tracks the environmental impact of ski area
development, and people moving to the
mountains to work and live.
Sporting Royals - Nicholas Courtney 1983
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